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Abstract
There is a great need for standards in the orthology field. Users must contend with different ortholog data
representations from each provider, and the providers themselves must independently gather and parse the input
sequence data. These burdensome and redundant procedures make data comparison and integration difficult. We
have designed two XML-based formats, SeqXML and OrthoXML, to solve these problems. SeqXML is a lightweight
format for sequence recordsçthe input for orthology prediction. It stores the same sequence and metadata as
typical FASTA format records, but overcomes common problems such as unstructured metadata in the header and
erroneous sequence content. XML provides validation to prevent data integrity problems that are frequent in
FASTA files. The range of applications for SeqXML is broad and not limited to ortholog prediction. We provide
read/write functions for BioJava, BioPerl, and Biopython. OrthoXML was designed to represent ortholog assign-
ments from any source in a consistent and structured way, yet cater to specific needs such as scoring schemes
or meta-information. A unified format is particularly valuable for ortholog consumers that want to integrate
data from numerous resources, e.g. for gene annotation projects. Reference proteomes for 61organisms are already
available in SeqXML, and 10 orthology databases have signed on to OrthoXML. Adoption by the entire field would
substantially facilitate exchange and quality control of sequence and orthology information.
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INTRODUCTION
Orthologs are defined as genes in different species

directly descending from a single gene in the last

common ancestor [1]. In recent years the develop-

ment of new orthology prediction methods has

flourished, increasing the need for comparisons be-

tween methods [2]. In order to facilitate this task, we

here present two standards: SeqXML for the input

and OrthoXML for the output of orthology predic-

tion. The standards were first mentioned in [3], but

have since then been greatly improved. In addition

to being useful for comparative benchmarks, the

standards will make data exchange between orthol-

ogy producers and consumers easier and will simplify

the development of new tools and resources.

Because of its compactness and simplicity, FASTA

is one of the most widely used formats to store se-

quence information, and it is the typical input format

for orthology prediction. However, there is no stan-

dardized way to store metadata such as descriptions,

database cross-references, or species of origin in

FASTA format. As the need has grown for storing
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metadata along with sequence data, many have put

metadata in the FASTA header line in idiosyncratic

ways, which makes parsing laborious and often un-

reliable. In contrast, SeqXML stores metadata in a

structured and standardized way, and the sequence

itself as well as the general data structure of a

SeqXML entry can be validated to ensure data

integrity. We present SeqXML together with

OrthoXML in the context of orthology prediction

and benchmarking because it was developed for this

purpose, but the range of applications for SeqXML is

as broad as for the FASTA format.

For orthology information the situation is even

worse. There is no standard, and every database

provides assignments in a different format. This

makes an automated integration impossible and en-

forces tedious and error-prone manual procedures.

One can distinguish between two different types

of orthology prediction methods: graph- and tree

based. The output of graph-based methods is in

most cases ortholog groups, i.e. groups of genes

that stem from the same gene in their last common

ancestor. Ortholog groups are typically encoded in

self-defined delimiter-separated formats. These for-

mats are database specific and often lack important

information such as input sequence sources, ortholog

group identifiers or scores for the assignments.

OrthoXML resolves these problems while retaining

enough flexibility to fulfill the needs of different

databases.

Tree-based methods predict orthology relation-

ships by reconciling gene trees with a species tree.

The resulting gene trees are typically stored in stand-

ard tree formats like Newick or Nexus, which also

lack orthology-related information. PhyloXML [4]

supports orthology information in trees, but is not

applicable to nonhierarchical ortholog groups.

Conversely, OrthoXML was developed to store

both graph- and tree-based orthology assignments.

SEQXML
Figure 1 shows an example SeqXML record. The

information that can be encoded corresponds to

what can typically be found in a FASTA format

entry, including the sequence, an identifier, the spe-

cies of origin and, cross-references to other databases.

Like FASTA, only the first two are strictly required.

Unlike FASTA, however, all datatypes are kept in

a clearly defined and structured way so that there is

no need to construct parsing code for each FASTA

format source. Additionally, custom annotations can

be stored in the form of key-value pairs. One further

advantage of SeqXML is that the schema includes

definitions for RNA, DNA and amino acid alpha-

bets; hence, all of the sequences in a SeqXML file

can be automatically validated by standard tools such

as XMLlint [5]. Detailed documentation with ex-

amples can be found at http://SeqXML.org.

ORTHOXML
Figure 2 shows an example OrthoXML record.

At the beginning of an OrthoXML file, the genes

are defined globally by the species of origin, the

database they come from, and identifiers for the

gene and gene products in the database. This way

OrthoXML files can be fully interpreted without the

need for extra information. After the gene definitions

follows a list of groups that describe the orthology

relations between the genes. In these groups, genes

are simply references to the global definition. This

two-part structure avoids redundancy.

To represent trees, there are two types of groups,

and these can be nested as shown in Figure 3.

‘Ortholog groups’ represent speciation nodes of the

gene tree, while duplication nodes are represented by

‘paralog groups’. These nodes can be defined at vari-

ous levels of detail. It is for instance possible to omit

all duplication nodes that have no preceding speci-

ation nodes. A tree reduces to a single ortholog

group if all internal nodes are omitted, i.e. if no in-

formation is given about how the individual genes

have evolved.

Figure 1: A SeqXML entry can store the same infor-
mation as a typical FASTA format record, but in a
structured and standardized way.
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Some orthology databases provide scores for

their predictions. To incorporate these, OrthoXML

allows for the global definition of scoring schemes,

which can later be used at different levels of the as-

signments. Additional annotations for groups can be

stored as user-defined key-value pairs. The XML

schema for OrthoXML and detailed documentation

with examples can be found at http://OrthoXML

.org.

COMMUNITY UPTAKE AND
TOOLS
A number of the major ortholog databases [3, 6–14]

provide their assignments in OrthoXML or are in the

process of adopting the standard. The Reference

Proteome Project [15] aims to create a database

with a single representative protein per gene for all

major sequenced eukaryotes. This standardization is

especially useful for comparing orthology algorithms,

and to this end we have made the reference pro-

teomes available in SeqXML format at http://

SeqXML.org.

The official distribution of the BioPerl [16] library

includes parsing and writing functionality for

SeqXML. APIs for BioJava [17] and Biopython

[18] are available at http://SeqXML.org. A Java li-

brary for parsing and writing OrthoXML is provided

at http://OrthoXML.org; Python and Perl imple-

mentations are in development and will be provided

at the same site.

We are continuously working on improving the

standards and are happy for any feedback.

Key Points

� OrthoXML is the first standard for representing orthology
information.

� OrthoXML supports groups and trees in a consistentway.
� SeqXML is a robust alternative to the error-prone FASTA

format.
� SeqXML input^ output tools have been implemented for the

widely used biological software libraries BioPerl, BioJava and
Biopython.

� The standards have been adopted by the reference genome
project and several leading orthology resources.
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Figure 2: In the first section of an OrthoXML file,
the genes are defined globally. The second section de-
scribes the orthology relations between the referenced
genes.The example above shows a Caenorhabditis elegans
gene with two orthologs in human. OrthoXML sup-
ports the definition of scores for groups or individual
group members. In this example, a bit score (of the
seed orthologs’ match) of 3742 is assigned to an ortho-
log group.

Figure 3: OrthoXML has two types of groups which
can be nested to represent gene trees. ‘Ortholog
groups’ represent speciation nodes and ‘paralog groups’
duplication nodes.
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